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Fault-Tolerant (FT) Computing is 
a Classical Area

! Impossibility of consensus
! Consensus in synchronous networks
! Distributed commit
! Checkpointing and message logging
! etc.
They are all in classical textbooks



Goal of this talk

! Understand these fundamental results
• In particular, get an intuitive sense about what 

appears easy but are in fact difficult to achieve
! Translate these results into design guideline 

of fault-tolerant (FT) software
! Anticipate research opportunities in near 

future



FT in Near Future (1)

! Larger number of nodes than ever before
• Whether it’s called P2P, Grid, etc.

! New resource characteristics
• Volunteer’s resources

⇒ Probability that some components are not 
working increase



FT in Near Future (2)

! Naïve parallel/distributed software fails 
when any of its component faults

! i.e., f = 1 – (1 – e)n

• e : fault probability of individual components
• f : failure probability of the whole system

! e and n are reaching regime where f is too 
high to ignore in many circumstances



FT in Near Future (3)

! Preventing failure in the face of individual 
faults will be indispensable part of near-
future scalable systems (either Grid or P2P)

! It’s about designing software that works as 
long as most (or even a few) of them are 
working



Outline

! Mail server example
• To see how things get intricate when nodes 

crash
! Impossibility of consensus

• Fundamental limitation
! Designing FT software
! Summary and outlook



Mail Server Example (1)

! We usually think mails are reliable and 
fault-tolerant

When you think you have successfully sent a 
message, the message is never lost (unless 
disks crash), even if servers occasionally 
crash, reboot, shutdown, etc.



Mail Server Example (2)

! Of course you 
occasionally see 
something like this

!It’s OK as long as you know for sure it failed, because
•unavoidable if servers may crash

•you can deal with it (retry or pick up your phone)



So what we desire “fault-tolerant mail 
servers” to, ideally, accomplish?

! The client knows, for sure, if the server has 
accepted the message. i.e., 
(a) If the client thinks the server has accepted the 

message (e.g., saved it on disk), it has actually
(b) Otherwise, it has not

! Trivial at first glance, but not quite so



Failed Attempts (1)
C S

! Client: 
send(m);
OK = 1;

! Server:
m = recv();
OK = 1; /* save m to disk */

OK=1

OK=1



Failed Attempts (2)

! Client: 
send(m);
a = recv();
OK = 1;

! Server:
m = recv();
OK = 1; /* save m to disk */
send(a);

OK=1

C S

OK=1



Failed Attempts (3)
C S

! Client: 
send(m);
a = recv_with_timeout();
if (a) OK = 1;

! Server:
m = recv();
OK = 1; /* save m to disk */
send(a);

OK=0

OK=1

timeout



Stepping Back

! Now we know the problem is more intricate 
than it appears

! We leave this problem for now and come 
back later



Consensus (Agreement) Problem

! n (> 1) processors, each initially having v = b, 
among other states
• Correct processes must make a decision, only 

once (v := 0 or 1), in finite steps
• Decisions must agree (no v = 0 and v = 1)
• Non-trivial (both decisions are possible)

(b, 1, …, 1)
(b, b, …, b)

(0, b, …, 0)



1-Crash Robust Algorithm

! At most one (any one) process may crash 
(i.e., stop execution)



Question

! Is there a 1-crash robust consensus 
algorithm in asynchronous networks?

! The answer : no



Why are we bothered? (1)

! This seems trivial at first glance, so knowing 
this impossible simply strikes us

! Understanding why this is impossible tells us:
• so many problems are clearly impossible under 

the same assumptions
• we may “approximate” solutions in practice



Why are we bothered? (2)

! If consensus in the face of crash were 
possible, it would be a quite powerful 
building block for crash-robust algorithms



What if it were possible… (1)

! It would serve as “the crash detector”
• If everybody agrees on 1, go ahead. Otherwise 

retry
• Distributed commit 0

00

0

1
11
11



What if it were possible… (2)

! At least in theory, arbitrary, many-party 
transactions could be made atomic
• If failed, revert to the original state and retry, 

(assuming it is available)
! So even “mostly-work” solutions are quite 

valuable (two-phase commit)
could not agree, revert

S S’



Proof

! Now let’s look at proof of impossibility
! Preliminaries

• State transition graph
• What “asynchronous network” means?



State Transition Graph (1)

0,0,…

b,0,…

1,b,…

b,1,…
Final configuration

Initial 
configuration



State Transition Graph (2)
! : State (of the all processes and networks)

• 〈S1, S2, …, Sn, M〉
• Si : process i’s local state
• M : sent but undelivered messages (contents of 

networks)

! : all possible state transitions
! A particular execution takes a path in the state 

transition graph, chosen by adversary



Asynchronous Networks (1)

! In asynchronous networks, send and receive 
of a message are two separate events 
(transitions), possibly intervened by many 
other events



Asynchronous Networks (2)

! In particular, single transitions alter local 
states of only one process

! Let’s call a transition (only) affecting 
process p’s state “p’s transition”

0, 0 1, 1



Terminologies

! 0-decided configuration
• Configuration where v = 0 for some processes

! 0-valent configuration
• Configurations that never reach 1-decided 

configurations
! Similarly for 1-decided and 1-valent 
! Univalent = 0-valent or 1-valent
! Bivalent = not univalent



Proof by Contradiction (0)

! There is a bivalent initial configuration 

(b, 1, …, 1)
(b, b, …, b)

(0, b, …, 0)



Proof by Contradiction (1)

! There must be a bivalent configuration s
whose successors are all univalent

s

0-valent 
(End up with 
0-decided)

1-valent 
(End up with 
1-decided)



Proof (2)

! Let’s ask whose transitions are they

s
p?

q?

r?



Proof (3)
! In asynchronous networks, two transitions by 

different processes must commute

! This contradicts the assumption that successors are 
univalent, so all transitions are of a single process

s

q

r q

r



Proof (4)

! So let’s say they are all of p’s

s

p
p
p

p
p



Proof (5)

! Remember this is a 1-crash robust 
algorithm, so let’s say p crashed at s.

! s must be a decided configuration, 
contradicting its bivalence

s

p
p
p

p
p



Remark

! Do not take this result as saying “forget 
about consensus all together”

! Just know any solution may mistake
! Do not waste time to design “always-correct”

algorithms (for many similar problems)
! Study “approximate/probabilistic” solutions 

or relax conditions



Further Study

! Two-phase commit
• Studied in distributed DB

! Agreement in synchronous networks
• It allows atomic two party transitions
• Agreements can be theoretically achieved in 

this setting
• Approximating synchronous networks with 

asynchronous messages (e.g., with timeout) 
make sense too



Designing FT Software

! Given these (fairly strict) limitations, how 
do we design FT software?

! What are scalability limitations of each 
solution?



FT Software Design Space

! After all, designing FT software is mostly 
about accomplishing a task despite some 
crashes

! A task = a long sequence of state transitions 
(from initial states to final states)



Example

! Numerical simulation
• Initial state: initial values of the field
• Final state: values after 1000 time steps

! Routing table construction
• Initial state: arbitrary state
• Final state: each node knows the right direction 

(next hop) to any other node



Crashes

! A crash in general loses some state of the 
crashed node

! Consequence depends on what to do with 
such nodes
• Lost forever
• Reset
• Revert to some previous state



Designing FT SW Today (1)

! Stateless nodes and protocols 
! A small number of stateful nodes hold all 

the state of the system
! Other, stateless, nodes may only have 

copies (replica) of a part of the state



Example (1)

! A task server and stateless compute nodes
! Compute node:

t = get_task();
r = compute(t);
send_result(t, r); Task (state)

Compute nodes



Example (2)

! NFS
! States (of open files) are only on clients
! When server crashes, states of open files are 

not lost

READ(“/etc/passwd”, 10, 20)



Example (3)

! Clustered web servers
! All states are in backend DB
! Web servers are stateless

httpd

httpd
DB

httpd

httpd



Summary of “stateless” approach
! Can quickly deal with crashes (just reset or even 

do nothing)
! Does not handle crashes of stateful nodes, of 

course
! Yet it is a very practical approach to making fatal 

errors unlikely (“a single point of failure” is much 
better than “10000 points of failure”)

! Assumptions
• State is not too large
• State transitions are not too frequent



Designing FT SW Today (2)

! Prevent state losses
• Save state to storage that survive crash (disk)
• Hold state in two or more places (redundancy)
• They can be combined
• But consistency issues arise



Saving State in Stable Storage

! State in stable storage (in disk) survive 
crash, but may be somewhat old

! So reverting only one node to some 
previous state may lead to otherwise 
impossible (inconsistent) state



Inconsistent State

! It is intuitively clear that if A reverts to the 
saved state, so should B, somehow

A

B



What’s Inconsistent State, 
Precisely?

! Consistent: if node A’s state is one after
receiving a message, its sender’s state is 
also one after sending the message

inconsistent

A

B



Recall what was wrong with 
Email server 

! The client thought the message has not been 
sent (because it failed)

! The server thought it has been received 
(because it is on disk)



Dealing with inconsistency

! Avoid inconsistency
• Take “globally consistent” checkpoints

! Allow for inconsistency
• Make messages idempotent (performing twice 

has the same effect as once)
• General solution : log all received messages



Globally Consistent Checkpoint

! Recall what leads to inconsistency
• A message sent after a CP, received before it

inconsistent

Sent after CP

Received before CP

A

B



Preventing Inconsistent CPs

! Tag each message with either “before” or 
“after” (or a counter in more general)

! When “after” msg is received, force CP

inconsistent
Sent after CP

A

B



Looks like a “universal” & 
scalable solution?

! Take any message passing program
! Run it, occasionally taking global CPs
! When a node crashes, take a most recent CP 

and then restart
Is this a “general” solution that makes any

message passing software fault tolerant at 
least in theory (assuming no disk crashes)?



Is it a general solution (at least in 
theory)?

! Not quite, again at least in theory
! When a node crashes, how can remaining 

processors know which CPs have been 
completely taken

! Detecting if all nodes have taken their CPs, 
in the presence of crashes, is a distributed 
commit



In practice?

! Requirements:
• Processes can always be reset (HW is always 

available)
• Crash is rare so taking global CPs can be rare 

enough
! May be false in some situations
! Other simpler alternatives are available in 

many cases



Not Discussed Here
! Message logging
! Self-stabilizing algorithms

• Repeat computation forever, so that the system reaches 
a final (desirable) computation from any state

• Do not “terminate”
• e.g., 

• routing table construction
• MST construction



Final Words (1)

! There are no clear boundaries between FT 
and non-FT software
• No theoretically satisfactory answers to 

seemingly simple problems
! Distinctions are fuzzy from the user’s point 

of view. Only probability differs

Non FT       FT



Final Words (2)

! The difference between “fault-unaware”
SW and fault-aware SW arise in those rare 
situations that cannot occur in fault-free 
execution
• The former simply halts
• The latter takes some actions to go forward

! The question is whether we can make the 
latter choice more “reliable” than the other



Reliability is the goal

! FT-aware SW is necessarily more complex, 
will have more bugs, etc. than FT-unaware 
SW

! It must be at least more reliable than HW
• After all, it concludes it is HW’s fault when it 

encounters a situation that cannot arise without 
faults

• But it may simply be a SW bug



Research Opportunities (1)

! New type of resources : volunteer
• Often unavailable (very unreliable in a 

straightforward interpretation)
• May have not crashed even when unavailable 

now
• We can know its status even when unavailable 

now
• How to take advantage of such resources?



Research Opportunities (2)
! When something went wrong in a node, separately 

knowing recent resource status will be a useful 
tool

! Such nodes must be highly reliable (although it is 
impossible to make it 100% accurate)

! e.g., When it knows no nodes are ever dead, then 
it can judge there is likely to be a SW bug

! When it knows a node has been dead for a while, 
it can have more confidence on HW faults



Research Opportunities (3)

! Writing “correct” SW
! Our ability (programming languages and 

tools) to write complex distributed SW 
correctly seems far below than the point 
where we can suspect HW when something 
went wrong
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